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 Most German genealogical questions can 
be grouped into a dozen or so categories for 
which recommendations for further research 
follow a fixed pattern.  Suggestions often appear 
in one of the monographs published in the 
Forschungshilfe column of the COPALAM 
Newsletter, which have subsequently been 
reprinted as sections of "Research Tips", 
distributed by the Colorado Chapter, Palatines to 
America. 
 
 Most questions prompt a recommendation 
to carefully read Research Tips No. 21 "Review 
of Beginning German Genealogical Research," 
December 1995 COPALAM Newsletter.  
Recommendations for further research, as found 
in other "Research Tips" articles, are 
demonstrated in the following examples. 
 
1.  My parents and grandparents have always 
said their earlier ancestors came from Germany. 
 How can I find further information? 
 
Answer:  Read thoroughly Research Tips No. 21 
“Beginning German Research.”  Also helpful 
will be Tips No.18 “Family Stories as Sources,” 
Tips No. 20 “Getting Ready for German 
Research,” Tips No. 2 “Determining the Real 
Name of Your Ancestor,” and Tips No. 14 
“Searching in US Passenger Arrival Lists.”  If 
you are a beginning researcher, using a good 
how-to book on basic genealogical research and 
joining a local society can be of help in 
completing preparatory American research. 
 
2.  I know the name of the village from whence 
my ancestors came but it evidently was destroyed 
during the war and does not appear on any map? 
 
Answer:  Try to find more than one source giving 
the village or area name, get help in confirming 
the spelling, and search first in an alphabetized 
list of place-names rather then on maps.  Very 
few villages were totally destroyed. These places 
should still appear in historical and geographical 
references.  Read Research Tips No. 15 “Finding 
and Using Detailed Maps and Gazetteers,” Tips 
No. 26 “Using Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-

Lexikon,” and Tips No. 16 “Accessing the FHL 
Locality Catalog.” 
 
3.  How can I proceed with research on my 
ancestor whose name was changed by the 
immigration authorities (or jumped ship, came 
alone as a stowaway, was an orphan raised by an 
unrelated family, etc.)? 
 
Answer:  There is usually some truth in every 
story passed down in the family.  Many problems 
having to do with identity or name changes can 
be solved by thorough research in American 
sources and techniques.  Read Research Tips No. 
2 “Determining the Real Name of Your 
Ancestors,” Tips No. 18 “Family Stories as 
Genealogical Sources,” and Tips No. 14 
“Searching in 19th Century US Passenger Arrival 
Lists.” 
 
4.  Two sources have given the name of the 
village from whence my ancestor came.  
Microfilmed copies of the village church records 
mention the surname but I am unable to find 
records pertaining to my ancestor.  What should 
I do to continue my research? 
 
Answer:  Your ancestor may have emigrated 
from said village but actually was born, married, 
and had children in a neighboring church parish.  
Search records from the neighboring villages.  
Extract the records of people with the surname 
and look for clues to your ancestor.  See 
Research Tips No. 6 “Searching in Microfilmed 
Church Records,” Tips No. 7 “Identifying Names 
Found in Church Records,” Tips Nos. 9 & 12 
“Reading German Script,” and Tips No. 8 “Place 
Names and Occupations Aid in Ancestor 
Identification.” 
 
5.  I am sure my early Ohio ancestor named 
"Lefferdink" was a descendant of Johann, 
mentioned as in immigrant in Strassburger and 
Hinke.   How can I prove the connection? 
 
Answer:  Connecting your ancestor to an earlier 
known immigrant is usually an American or 
colonial research problem.  Use local records to 
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associate your ancestor with the known 
immigrant with regard to name, date, and place.  
See Research Tips No. 1 “Finding Your 
Ancestor's Land in Pennsylvania,” Tips No. 3 
“Surname Hunting in American Sources,” and 
Tips No.  16 “Accessing the FHL Locality 
Catalog.” 
 
6.  My parents told me our German ancestors 
came from a small village named "Wustrow" in 
an area that is no longer part of Germany, and 
the village may no longer exist.  Will I be able to 
find traces of my ancestry? 
 
Answer:  Your ancestors may have come from 
one of the previously contiguous eastern 
provinces or from a German enclave in 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Russia, etc.  Search 
for your village in Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-
Lexikon. This includes the contiguous eastern 
provinces.  Search in German-language 
gazetteers, available via Family History Centers, 
for the countries surrounding German enclaves. 
 
 After World War II, the property of most 
Germans living in the eastern areas was 
confiscated and those who had not fled during the 
war were deported (via "ethnic cleansing") under 
the conditions of the Potsdam agreement.  
Records are available for some parishes.  Read 
Research Tips No. 37 “Research Strategy for the 
Eastern Provinces-Part 1,” Tips No. 38 “Research 
Strategy for the Eastern Provinces-Part 2,” Tips 
No. 16 “Accessing the FHL Locality Catalog,” 
and Tips No. 26 “Using Meyers Orts- und 
Verkehrs-Lexikon.” 
 
7.  My ancestral name seems to be fairly rare, 
appearing only 16 times in the modern German 
telephone directory. I have been unable to find 
any record of my ancestral village.  Are there 
early German census schedules or other indices 
that might show my family names? 
 
Answer:  Possibly.  Occasionally census and tax 
rolls were created.  But Germany was not unified 
until 1871 and before that time there was no 
nation-wide system of keeping vital records 

except those kept by the churches.  One can 
sometimes identify a geographic origin for an 
unusual surname, by using modern indices such 
as the German telephone directory.  Look for 
occurrences of the name in smaller towns and the 
countryside villages.  More than one researcher 
has contacted distant cousins by writing to those 
with unusual surnames living in geographic 
clusters.  Read Research Tips No. 29 “Using the 
FHL International Genealogical Index (IGI),” 
Tips No. 31 “Correspondence Strategy,” and Tips 
No. 13 “Visiting Your Ancestral Village.” 
 
8.  I think I have exhausted possibilities for 
finding my ancestral village of origin.  Are there 
books published in Germany that contain family 
names in which I might find a clue of my 
ancestral location. 
Answer:  Comprehensive studies have been made 
to locate names according to endings, stem 
syllables, and dialectic quirks.  These may be 
helpful but rarely pin a given name to a local 
parish area.  There are extensive lists of citizens, 
such as those by Werner Hacker and Karl 
Stumpp, who sought to, or actually, migrated.  
Some of these references have been correlated 
with families who came to the colonies.  Also 
there are works by American researchers, such as 
Henry “Hank” Jones and Annette Burgert that 
give connections to European families.  See 
Research Tips No. 3 “Surname Hunting in 
American Sources,” Tips No. 4 “Surname 
Hunting in European Sources,” Tips No. 19 
“Searching European Departure Records,” Tips 
No. 22 “Using the Werner Hacker Indexes,” Tips 
No. 30 “Clues from HETRINA - Hessian 
Soldiers in the American Revolution.” 
 
9.  I ordered and received a microfilm of the 
church records from my ancestral village.  It 
starts in the early 1700's.  I can't read it at all.  I 
want to do my own research and can't afford to 
pay a professional.  What can I do? 
 
Answer:  Extend the rental on your film to at 
least six months.  Many people spend years 
studying the records of a single village.  Start at 
the end of the film and work backwards in the 
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same manner you would do if the film were in 
English.  In later years, the names, dates and 
places in German records were often written in 
Latin script and may be quite easily read.  Learn 
to recognize the family and village names.  
Practice writing the words found in the Family 
History Library German Genealogical Word List. 
 Read Research Tips No. 7 “Identifying Names in 
Church Records,” Tips Nos. 9 & 12 “Reading 
German Script,” Tips No. 23 “Action Words 
Used in Church Records,” Tips No. 32 “Using 
Your German English Dictionary,” and Tips No. 
35 “Learning a Little German.”  Join the ranks of 
researchers who, although initially knew very 
little about German research, after a few months 
of study, experienced the thrill of making their 
own research discoveries. 
 
 Numbered reprints, some of which are 
mentioned above, presently totaling 43 
monographs, are available in booklet form under 
the title Forschungshilfe - Research Tips, from 
the Colorado Chapter, Palatines to America.   
 
 Those joining the Colorado Chapter, 
Palatines to America, or members selecting for 
the first time membership in the Colorado 
Chapter, will receive a copy free of charge.  
Copies are also available to others who 
contribute to the benefit of the Colorado Chapter. 


